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Abstract 
An analysis is made of the stability of two fluid layers in the gravity 
The upper layer is inc;:ompressible, inviscid and of infinite extent. 
The lower layer is incompressible, viscous and bounded below by a rigid 
plc;tne. Both fluids are moving in the same direction parallel to the inter-
face. It is found that the controlling mechanism for instability is of the 
Rayleigh-Taylor type which is inherent in inviscid flows. The main effect 
of viscosity is to diminish the rate of growth of the disturbances while the 
presence of linear shear flow in the lower layer has a tendency to stabilize 
the system. 
l 
l . Introduction 
We shall consider the stability of two fluid layers, one occupying 
the region y > 0, the other in the region -d < y < 0, moving in the 
direction parallel to the x-axis. The fluid in the region -d < y < 0, which 
we denote as fluid l, is incompressible and viscous, while the other fluid, 
fluid 2, is incompressible and inviscid. The gravity force is in the 
direction of -y. We imagine that fluid l is confined in a very large con-
tainer with a weightless and perfectly flexible bottom; the attachment 
condition may then b e simply imposed on the interface of the fluids. 
When the fluids are at rest, this lS the Rayleigh-Taylor stability problem 
modified by the finite depth and viscosity of the lower fluid. So far as 
the lower fluid is concerned one sees that the problem is a Couette flow 
with a somewhat freer surface. The purpose of this paper is then to 
investigate the interplay of these features. 
2. Formulation of the Problem 
The primary flow will be given by 
u~o} =( U + ~y , 0, 0) for -d < y < 0 (1) 
and 
(o) 
u = (U, 0, 0} 
-z 
for y>O ( 2} 
1 It may be readily proved that Squire's theorem applies for this 
case , so that there is no l oss of generality in considering only the two-
dimensional problem. Let us introduce the stream functions qy and LjJ 
such that for the perturbed velocities: 
u }X 
= acp 
ay u - -ly 
acp 
ax 
u 
Zx 
Then with the perturbed interface given by 
b ia(x-ct) y=ys= e 
we obtain the following Orr-Sommerfeld equations: 
and 
iaUp 
1 ( l+ ~ - ~) (cp"-a 2 cp) 
~~~ - a'\jJ = 0 
u 
zy 
- a~ 
- ax 
-d < y < 0 
y>O 
2 
( 3 ) 
(4) 
' ( 5) 
( 6) 
where p denotes the density of the fluid, TJ, the viscosity, subscript l 
refers to the fluid in the region -d < y < 0, subscript 2 to the fluid in 
y > 0, a nd prime denotes the differentiation with respect to y. 
Now a is take n to be real and positive ; then the requirement that 
~ is fin i te as y -+ oo, leads to the following solution of (6) : 
~(y) = ~ e -ay 
0 
On the rigid plane y = -d, we have the no-slip conditions: 
cp(-d) = 0 
and 
cp'(-d) = 0 
(7) 
( 8) 
(9) 
At the interface y = aeia(x-ct), we have the conditions for the attachment 
of the adjacent fluid particles, which amount to: 
cp(o) = ~ (o) = (c-U}b ( l 0) 
3 
and 
cp'(o) = l)J'(o) (ll) 
Combined with (7), they lead to 
cp ' ( o) + acp ( o ) = 0 (12) 
The continuity of normal stress across the interface leads to (Appendix A): 
iap 
- 3a2cp'(o)- --1 (c-U)[fA!J'(o)-cp'(o)] 
,1 cp'''' (o) 
-{~ 2.. -d c-U iap 1 [ U , d 
1 
or, if (ll) and (12) are used, to 
where 
ia p 1 [ u_ ( P. 1) + 
11 
d + a{l3-l)(c-U) + g t-'-
c-U 
1 
p' 
1 
and u is the surface tension coefficient. 
(13) 
( 14) 
We now proceed first to discuss the simple case in which fluid 1 
is also inviscid, and then consider the more general case. 
3. Stability in Inviscid Fluids 
If the fluid 1 is inviscid, then (5) becomes 
-d < y < 0 
With the boundary conditions (8) and (l 0), we obtain 
4 
L\J sinh a(d+y) 
0 
rp = --s....,.i-n.,..h_a_d-,---- (15) 
The boundary condition (13) now becomes for the inviscid case : 
[ U a
2
a J ( c -U)[~'(o)-rp'(o)] - d + (13-l) £ - p (c-U) rp(o) = 0 . 
1 
With solutions (7) and (15), we obtain from (16): 
which yi e lds : 
a(f3+cothad)(c-U) 2 + ~ (c-U) +[g(f3-l)- a 2 a] = 0 
p1 
(16) 
U l X 
{ :-~ :[ ~:(~:c:~: :d:~+coth od)-4og(~-l)(~+coth od) n (I?) 
The flow is unstable, if c has a positive imaginary part. Thus 
f o r this cas e , th e flow will be stable if and only if 
U 2 4a3 a 
+ (f3+cothad)-4ag(f3-l)(f3+cothad) > 0 
d 2 p 1 
( 18) 
W e may draw the following conclusion from (18) : 
(i) The flow is always stable if f3 ~ 1, i.e. if p ~ p . 
1 2 
(ii) As (U /d) -+ 0, we revocer the well-known Rayleigh- Taylor 
gp (f3- l) 
stability criterion, i.e. the flow is stable for a 2 > --1---
a 
(iii) The effect of surface tension is always to stabilize the flow. 
(iv) The line ar shear flow tends also to stabilize the flow, and 
5 
the greater the shear, the larger is the stabilizing effect. 
This result is somewhat surprising at first sight. 
(v) Since cothad ~ 1/(ad) as ad-+ 0, we see that for small 
enough d, the flow may be stable for all a, even if f3 > 1, 
i.e. when the fluid above is heavier than the fluid below. A 
sufficient condition for stability can be readily obtained as 
follows: 
( j g p ( f3-l) d 2 13 + coth d 1 cr 
4. The Case U = 0 
Now take fluid 1 to be viscous, but first let us consider the case 
in which U = 0. Then (5) becomes : 
iap c 
1 
The general solution is 
where 
cp = A sinh ay + B cosh ay + C sinh yy + D cosh yy 
1 
iplcJ2 
aT] 
1 
and the branch on which Re y > 0 is taken to avoid ambiguity. The 
boundary conditions (8), (9) and (12) now lead to 
-A sinh ad + B cosh ad - C sinh yd+ D cosh yd = 0 
aA cosh ad - aB sinh ad + yC cosh yd - yD sinh yd = 0 
(19) 
(20) 
( 21) 
( 22) 
( 2. 3) 
6 
and 
aA + -yC + aB + aD = 0 ( 24) 
The boundary condition (14) reduces for U = 0 to: 
{ 
iap ( 
<p'"(O) + 3a3 + --1 [ac(P- 1) + g P- 1 ) 
~1 c - :12~J}cAo) = 0 
which leads to 
{ 
iap ( ) 2 1 
a
3 A+/C + 3a3 + ~[ ac((3-l} + g ~-l - ; 1~ J{(B+D) = 0 . (25) 
In order to have non-trivial solutions, we obtain from (22) - (25) 
[Appendix B]: 
[ ( 2a4 + 3a2 -y 2 - -y4 ) sinh ad sinh -yd+(a-y 3 -a3 -y) sinh ad cosh -yd+(a/ - 5a3-y) cosh ad cosh -yd 
+(a2 -y 2 --y4 }coshadsinh-yd+(5a3 -y-a/)]+ ip 1 [ac((3-l} + g((3-l}- azcr]x 
T)l c p 1 c 
[(a2 +-y 2 )sinhadsinh-yd- 2a-y(coshadcosh-yd-l}] = 0 
We examine a few special limiting cases of Eq. ( 26). 
(i) Small viscosity. When 11 -->- 0, '{ m.ay be approximated by 
1 
1 
[
- i p ~ c
1 
a J 2 ' 
_
1 
and is large. Thus (26) may be approximated by 
(l+cothad)ac +[ ac(~-1) + g(~- 1 ) - ::; J o 0 
or 
1 [ap<J1 - g(~-1) ] (3+cot had 
Thus, as in the in viscid case, the flow is stable for 
g p ( (3- 1) 
1 
(J 
Al s o the same expression for c is obtained. 
(26} 
(27} 
7 
(ii) Large ad. When ad ~ oo, then sinh ad and cosh ad will be 
approximately the same, as will sinh -yd and cosh -yd since '{ is taken 
to have a positive real part. We then obtain from (26): 
0 ' 
or 
Using (21), we obtain 
= 2a-y ( 28) 
Now the flow is unstable if and only if the imaginary part of c is positive. 
Since Re '{ > 0, we can see from (28) that the imaginary part of c can 
never be positive, if 
g p ( 13-1) 
a2~ 1 (29) 
(j 
Equation (29) establishes the sufficient condition for stability. To establish 
the necessary condition as well as obtain the value of c, we need to study 
(23) in more detail. Let us square both sides of (28); then we obtain 
3 3 4a p c 
1 
= 0 . 
( 30) 
The roots of this equation may be obtained by the standard procedure, and 
only those satisfying (28) with Re '{ > 0 are the true roots. Now we can 
see by the principle of argument, there are two roots of ( 30) with Im c > 0, 
8 
g p ( [3- 1) 
so long as 0!2 ::\ --=1 __ _ However, for these two roots 
(J 
are not the roots of ( 28), the true roots of ( 28) are those in the half plane 
Im c < 0. As the parameters et, [3, CJ, and p vary, these roots will 
1 
also move around in the complex plane; but they can only eros s the real 
g p ( [3- 1) 
axis at c = 0, when etz = 1 Since it is easy to verify there is 
(J 
a root with Im c > 0, say, when et -+ 0, a true root with Im c < 0 will 
eros s the real axis to have Im c > 0, when the situation is changed from 
gp ( [3-1) g p ( [3- 1) 
O!z. > --=1'----
(J 
to 0! 2 < --=1'----
CJ 
Hence we establish that (29) is both 
sufficient and necessary condition for stability. That the stable and un-
stable modes are exchanged along purely imaginary values of c is known 
as the principle of exchange of stabilities 3 , which is explicitly established 
forthis case. 
In particular if et is large, we may obtain directly from (28): 
c = -
(iii) Large Viscosity. When 11
1 
is very large, then by (21), we have 
p c 
1 
T)l 
y=et-f. with 
i 
E ::::: 2 
Equation ( 26) then may be approximated for .:_ « 1, by: 
0! 
(31) 
et
2
CJ J . 2 2 2 
- -- (smh etd-et d ) =0 p c 
1 
C o nsistency can o nly be achieved by taking c small, then the above 
e qua tion yields 
It is t o b e noted that the same stability criterion is obtaine d, and, when 
9 
ad is large, Eq. (32) reduced to Eq. (31). 
(iv) Small ad. When ad is very small, Eq. (26} may be approximated 
by 
or 
ip 2 
1 [ g(~-1) -a (JJ ,..,d3 --0 
-12 + -- ac{ ~-1) + - ... 11
1 
c p
1
c 
Then consistency with small d can be achieved only for small c, and 
we obtain approximately: 
gp (~-1) icr 1 ] . ( 33) c = 
Again we obtain the same stability criterion. 
We can also obtain ( 33) by applying the small a approximation 
directly to (19), thus solving cp1v = 0 with boundary conditions q;(-d) = 0, 
iap [ (A 1 ) 2 J 
cp'(-d} = 0, cp'{o} = 0, and cp!"(o} + --1 g ~-'- - a CJ cp(o) = 0 
11 c p c ' 
1 1 
anticipating that c will be small. 
We may note that ( 32) will lead to ( 33) by taking ad small. 
(v) When ad = 0{ 1), two limiting cases may be considered. One is the 
case a smallwhile dis large, i.e., when d andthewavelengthofthe 
disturbance f... both are large. This case yields the same result as that 
for small viscosity. The other case is for a large and d small, i.e., 
for both f... and d small. This case yields the same result as that for 
large viscosity. It is difficult to discuss the roots of {26) for the general 
case. However, if we can accept that the principle of exchange stability 
will also hold for the general case, we need only examine the neighbor-
hood of c = 0 to establish the stability criterion. Then the situation is 
10 
the same as that for large viscosity, and we find 1n general the flow will 
be unstable if and only if 
g p ( 13- 1) 
1 (34) 
The previous analysis also reveals that the inviscid limit is obtain-
ed either when the viscosity is small or when both A. and d are large, 
i.e., when the Reynolds number is high. However, the high viscosity 
limit comprises the cases when either A. or d is small. Now we can 
define the Reynolds numbers either with respect to the depth d or the 
wavelength A.. Then this means the smaller Reynolds number is the one 
relevant to our stability problem. In this sense we see that the viscosity 
indeed plays a very important role as far as the decay or amplification 
rate of the disturbance is concerned. But, inasmuch as the instability 
mechanism is inherent in the inviscid flow, the viscous effect has little 
influence. 
5. Stability for Small Reynolds Number 
Let us introduce the Reynolds number R = 
Udp 
1 and write 
lll 
a= c/U and F = [g(l3-l} - etzCJ] ~ 
p 1 U 2 
and non-dimensionalize 
with respect to the depth d. Then Eq. (5} becomes 
for -1 < y < 0 
while the boundary conditions (8}, (9}, (12} and (14} become 
cp(-1} = 0 
cp 1(-l} = 0 
1 y and 
Ct 
( 35) 
( 36} 
( 37) 
11 
(38) 
and 
As we have learned from the previous analysis, the highly viscous case 
corresponds also to the case of long wavelength . Let us thus consider 
the case that a « 1 while R = O(a) and a-1 = O(a2 ). Then for the first 
approximation, we need only to solve 
with 
and 
cp IV = 0 
0 
cp (-1} = 0 
0 
cp'(-1}=0 
0 
(o} + {- a
2 
+ iaRF } cp (o) = 0 
a:T a -1 o 
0 0 
Then it is readily found (Appendix C) that: 
a -1 
0 
1 
= TI {-a2 +iaRF} 
In terms of physical variables, we have 
( 40) 
( 41) 
We see that in the first approximation the stability criterion is essentially 
the same as for the case of U = 0. To se e the effect of U, we can carry 
out the next approximation. We shall solve 
with 
and 
cp (-1)=0 
l 
cp'(-1)=0 
l 
rp"' '(o) +i-~ +iaR ~ r cp (o) 1 a -1 a -1 1 
0 0 
12 
cp ' ( o) + acp ( o) = 0 
l 0 
+ iaR[ 1- Fa1 J}cp (o) = 0 . 
(a -1) 2 0 
0 
With some algebraic manipulations, we can show (Appendix C) that : 
( 42) 
The imaginary term consists of two parts: The part with F has a sign 
opposite to that of a , showing a suppression of growth or decay rate of 
0 
the disturbance, while effecting no change in stability criterion. The 
other imaginary part, always negative, is a stabilizing agent. Thus, for 
F = 0, the flow will be stable, and the stabilization effect of the linear 
shear flow ] s :1.gain demonstrated. 
6. Stability for High Reynolds Number 
Let us write 
1 
z=y+1-a A. = (-iaR)2 u(z) = rp(y) ( 43) 
then the system {35) - {39) becomes 
( 44) 
u(-a) = 0 (45) 
13 
u 1(-a) = 0 (46) 
u 1 (l-a} + au{l-a) = 0 (47) 
and 
A2 [ l+a(f3-l)(a-l} + a=d} u(l-a} = 0 
( 48) 
Following WasoJ 4 J we see that the linearly independent solutions are 
U(z) = cosh az 
V(z} = sinh az 
and any two of the following three solutions: 
-2 t
3 
2 ) A - -a t +zt 
Ak(z,A) = S (t2 -a2 )- 1 e ( 3 dt 
C(Ak) 
(k=l,2,3) 
where C(Ak) are paths that extend to infinity in such a way that 
-2 3 
Re(A t ) < 0, as shown in Fig. 1. 
( 49) 
(50} 
(51) 
The asymptotic expansion for high Reynolds number, i.e., for 
large A, may be described as follows, If £ is any arbitrary positive 
0 
constant, S any bounded region in z-plane, and Ck the rays such that 
4k 2 
arg z = 3 1r- "3 arg A on Ck' as shown in Fig. 2, then 
(a) For 1Az 3/z I ~ £
0
, z in S - Ck, 
3_ A(-z}3/z 
Ak(z,A} =.FIT A- 312 (-z}- 514 e 3 [1 + O(A-lz- 3/z)] (52) 
where Re[A(-z) 3/ 2 ] ~ 0 in Sk' the region of S bounde d by C.(j ~ k}, 
J 
and Re[A(-z} 3/2] > 0 in S - Sk. (See Fig. 2), 
14 
_ 2/3 s t- 2 tX. z./3 z + t 3 I 3dt + O(' -4/3) 
Ak(z,X.)=X. * e 1\. 
C (Ak) 
(53) 
* 2 where C (Ak) is obtained from C(Ak) by a rotation through - 3 arg )-.. 
Take the four linearly independent solutions as U, V, A and A , then 
2 
for large X., the dispersion relation will be given by: 
G(a,a,X.) = 
U(-a) U 1 (-a) U 1{l-a)taU(I-a) U 111 {l-a)-X. 2 [1-a(j3-l}{l-a)- ~] U{l-a) 1-a 
V(-a) V 1 (-a} V 1 ( 1-a)+a-V( 1-a) V 111 (l-a}-X.2 [ l-a(j3-l}(l-a)- ~ Jv(I...:a) 1-a 
A (-a) A 1 (-a) A 1 (1-a)+a-A(I -a} A~1 (l-a)-X. 2[ 1-a{j3-1}{1-a)- ~JA {1-a) 
1 1 1 1 1-a 1 
A (-a} 
2 
A 1 (-a) 
2 
A 1 (I -a}+a-A ( 1-a) 
2 2 A~1 (l-a}-x. 2 [1-a(j3-1}{1-a)- ~]A {1-a) 1-a 2 
= 0 (54) 
It is readily seen that if I X.a 3/ 2 1 is bounded as X. -+ oo, then we 
will obtain from {54}: 
where 
g I ( -X. z/3 a) = 0 (X. - 2/3 ) ' 
1 
gk('Tl) = s... t -2et'O]+t3 /3dt 
c~ (Ak) 
If lx.{l-a) 312 l is bounded, as X.-+ oo, we obtain 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
These modes have been investigated by Wasow(4 ), and were shown 
15 
to be stable. They represent the damped modes for the ordinary Couette 
flows. 
If both /}..a3/z / and /}.. (l-a) 3/ 2 1 are not bounded as }.. -->- oo, then, 
anticipating that 1-a will be in S and -a in S , we obtain for }.. -->- oc: 
2 
U( -a) U 1 (l - a) +aU (1 -a) - [l+a(f3-l)(a-l) + 2:_] U(l-a) 
a-1 
V(-a) V 1 ( l -a) +a V ( l -a) [1 +a ( f3- l ) (a- l ) + a= d V (1 -a) = 0 
0 l a-1 
which can be immediately reduced to 
l + a(f3+coth a)(a-1) + F = 0 
a-1 (58) 
Equation (58) is essentially the Eq. (17), which we derived for 
the inviscid flow, and we may note that the assumption {1-a} is in S 
1 
and -a in S is justified a posteriori for the critical situation when 
2 
instability starts to set in. 
7. Conclusion 
From the previous analyses, we may point out a few points, 
which may be of significance beyond the particular problem considered 
here: 
(i) The effect of viscosity, though it may tend to diminish the 
rate of growth of the disturbances, will not change appreciably the 
criterion for the onset of the instability which is inherent in inviscid 
flows. 
16 
(ii) As the ordinary Couette flow is stable, the instability of this 
problem is mainly controlled by the Rayleigh-Taylor mechanisms. 
(iii) The presence of linear shear flow has a tendency to 
stabilize the system. 
Appendix A 
The free s urface is given by 
S(x,y) = y- beia(x-ct) = 0 
The continuity of normal stress means, on S = 0, 
T as + 
1 yx ox 
where 
as 
T 
1 yy ay = T 
as 
2YY oy 
T = -p + ZT] 1 yy 1 1 
ou 
1y 
BY' and 
Now p(o)=- p gy and p ( 0 ) = - p gy, thus to the first order of a, 
1 1 2 2 
have on y = 0: 
-p - iaT) 
1 1 
17 
(AI) 
T = -p • 2yy 2 
w e 
(A2) 
If we wish to include the effect of surface tension, then (A2) b ecomes 
... ( bU) "'" 
-p - iaT] 2cp 1 + -d = - p + (p - p )gb - cra2b 1 1 2 2 1 (A3) 
Now, we have from the perturbed equations of motion: 
u ia ... ll1 
-iaccp 1 + iaUcp1 
-
ia dcp = p1 + (cplll _ a2cp1) p1 p1 
and 
-iacl\J 1 + iaUl\J 1 ia 
- - p2 p2 
Then (A 3) becomes 
= 
iap 
z. 
'Ill 
Using (I 0), we obtain 
(c-U)tjJ 1 lQ' (p -p )gb + 
'Ill z. 1 
-{~ ~-d c-U ~[~ 11 d + ( f3-l) c~U -
1 
Using (11) and (12), further, we then obtain 
q;tnl (o) +{ 3a3 - ~ ~ d c-U 
iap [ U 
+ --1 - + a(c-U)(f3-l)+(f3-l) 
11 d 
1 
18 
Q'O" -0 
z. J} p
1
(c-U) rp-
(A4) 
19 
Appendix B 
Multiply ( 24) by { 3a' + i~11 [ ac( ~-1) + g( ~-I) - ;:~ J} and 
subtract (25) from it to obtain 
{za3 + i~~: [ ac(~-1) + g(:-l) - ;:c"l} A 
+ ~{ 3a'-~' + i~1 [ ac(~-1) + g(~-l) - ;:~J}c = 0 (Bl) 
Multiply ( 24) by 1 cosh ad, and subtract ( 22) from it to obtain 
a 
(coshad+sinhad)A +('Y coshad + sinh'Yd)C + (coshad- cosh'Yd) D = 0 • 
a 
(B 2) 
Multiply (24) by sinhad, and add to (23) to obtain: 
a( cosh ad+sinh ad)A+'Y(sinh ad+cosh 'Yd)C+(a sinh ad-'Y sinh 'Yd)D = 0 . (B 3) 
If we multiply (B 2) by (a sinh ad-'Y sinh 'Yd), and multiply (B 3) by 
(coshad-cosh'Yd), and subtract the latter from the former, we obtain 
(cosh ad+sinh ad)(a sinh ad-'Y sinh 'Yd-a cosh ad+a cosh 'Yd)A 
z 
+ ( 'Y sinh adcosh ad+a sinh ad sinh 'Yd-'Y sinhz'Yd- l. cosh ad sinh 'Yd 
a 
- 'Ysinh ad cosh ad-'Y cosh ad cosh 'Yd+'Y sinh ad cosh 'Yd+'Y cosh 2'Yd)C = 0 . 
This may be written as 
(a cosh ad cosh 'Yd+a sinh ad cosh 'Yd-'Ysinh 'Yd cosh ad-ysinh 'Yd sinh ad-a)A 
+(a sinh ad sinh 'Yd+'Y sinh ad cosh 'Yd-'Y cosh ad cosh 'Yd- j!_ cosh ad sinh 'Yd+'Y)C=O. 
a 
(B4) 
20 
From (B I) and (B4), we then obta in 
[ ( 2a4 + 3a2 './- '14. ) sinh ad sinh '{d+(cq3 - a 3 '{) sihn ad cosh '{d 
+( a'{ 3 - 5a3 '{)cosh ad cosh '{d + ( a 2 '{ 2 - '{4 ) cosh ad sinh '{d + ( 5a3'{- ay) J 
ip g(~- 1) 
+ --1 [ ac(~-1) + 
TJ 1 c 
2 ~] [(a2+'{ 2)sinh ad sinh '{d- 2cq co sh ad cosh '{d p c 
l 
+Za'{] = 0 
Appendix C 
q> IV = 0 
0 
yields 
q> =A + B y + Coyz + Doy3 
0 0 0 
Then the boundary conditions 
q> (-1) = 0 ' 
0 
lead to 
and 
Thus 
Also 
and 
q>~(-1) = 0 ' cp'(o)=O 0 and { 
az 
q>o" ' ( o ) + - a-:T 
0 
A -B +C -D =0 
0 0 0 0 
B - 2C +3D = 0 
0 0 0 
B = 0 
0 
6Do + {- az + iaRF }A = 0 a-:T a -1 o 
0 0 
cp(o) = 0 
.., 
C =-=-D 
0 2 0 and A = ..!..n 0 2 0 
[ 1 3 z 3] q> =D - -+-y +y 0 0 2 2 
21 
+ iaRF} 
a:T 
0 
(C-1) 
(C- 2) 
Now to solve 
cp 1v = 2a 2 cp" + iaRycp" = D [ 6a2 +(l2a2 +3iaR)y+6iaRi] 
1 0 0 0 
we take D = l, to obtain 
0 
The n the boundary conditions 
cp(-1) = 0 
1 
and 
cp'(-1) = 0 
1 
cp'(o) 
1 
D' 
= -acp (o) = 
0 2 
22 
cp'''(o) +{ -~ + iaRF} cp (o) = 
1 a -1 a -1 1 
0 0 
Fa1 J} cp (o) 
(a -1)2 o 
0 
= .!:_{ (a2 -iaRF)a 1 + iaR} 
2 (a -1)2 
0 
l e ad to 
2 0'2 + iaR iaR 3a 2 iaR A 
-B +C -D = D' + + (C- 3) 
-4 TO - bO = - -zo l2Cf 1 1 1 1 40 
2 iaR iaR 0'2 iaR B - 2C + 3D = 0'2 D' + (C-4) 
1 l l ---z- - -s TO =y- - Lf(f 
B D' (C- 5) 
l =z: 
{ a' + iaRF }A ~ 1 fa' -iaRF)a 1 + iaR} (C- 6) 6D+ -~ 1 a - D' - l 1 
-z (a -1) 2 0 0 
0 
T he ope ration 6 X [2 X (C-3) + (C-4) + (C-5)]- (C-6) then l e ads to 
or 
As 
(a2 -iaRF)a 
1 
(a -1) 2 
0 
a -1 
0 
it follows that, 
23 
l 2a 2 ll 
= 6a + - 5- - TO iaR 
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Fig. 1 The path of integration is the complex t-plane. 
Z=O 
Fig. 2 The region of validity of the asymptotic 
expansion of Ak(z, A.) in z-plane. 
